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Traditional Approaches
1. Exclude cases with missing data (AKA pairwise or listwise deletion)

1. Replace missing values with the mean (AKA single imputation)

Often our data 
does not meet the 
assumptions 
needed!!!



Steps to dealing with missingness
#1 Determine why your data is missing

#2 Select appropriate technique to deal with missingness



Step #1
Determine why your data is missing!



Rubin’s Types of Missing Data
- Missing completely at random (MCAR)
- Missing at random (MAR)
- Missing not at random (MNAR)

(Thank you Donald Rubin! )



Note
These missing data mechanisms apply to specific analyses

Same dataset can have a mix of Missing completely at random (MCAR), 
Missing at random (MAR) and Missing not at random (MNAR) variables
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Assumes the probability of missing data on a given variable is unrelated to 
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Basically, probability of being missing is the same for all cases
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Missing at Random (MAR)
Less strict of an assumption than MCAR– basically, missingness can be related 
to other measured variables in the analysis model, but not to the underlying values 
of the incomplete variable

Probability of being missing is the same within groups of observed data

Example: Students can take a class if they pass a test. Missing grades in the class 
are due to how they did on the test, so need to account for the test when looking 
at mean grades
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Missing Not at Random (MNAR)
MNAR if the probability of missing data is related to the hypothetical values 
that are missing
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Missing Not at Random (MNAR)
MNAR if the probability of missing data is related to the hypothetical values 
that are missing

Example: On reading test, poor readers may fail to respond to some 
questions. So the probability of missingness is directly related to reading 
ability (that we are trying to measure), but we probably didn’t know its the 
questions themselves that are leading to missingness!



Problem
Can only test for MCAR because MAR and MNAR depend on unobserved data

Mostly people assume MAR



Problem
Can only test for MCAR because MAR and MNAR depend on unobserved data

Mostly people assume MAR

Note, again: each variable could be missing for a different reason!
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To know if its MCAR or MAR, could do followup survey with missing 
participants. If not too different from rest of the group, then probably MCAR



Deciding type of missingness
To know if its MCAR or MAR, could do followup survey with missing 
participants. If not too different from rest of the group, then probably MCAR

If can’t do followup, can test if missingness is related to any variables in the 
analysis using R packages



Step #2
Select appropriate estimation method



MCAR
Pretty open! Use multiple imputation 

or maximum likelihood 
estimation

Stochastic regression 
imputation also possible 

MAR
MNAR

Use multiple imputation 
or maximum likelihood 
estimation

Though estimates will 
still be biased– research 
still being done



What happens when you use the wrong method?



What happens when you use the wrong method on non-
MCAR data?
List-wise deletion (incomplete cases removed)

- Reduce sample size → reduce power of significance tests
- produces biased estimates

Pairwise deletion (incomplete cases removed analysis-by-analysis)

- Helps preserve some power
- produces biased estimates



Example of incorrectly using deletion



If only looking at 
complete cases….



Problem with deletion
We chopped off the lower part of the distribution for these variables, so the 
means are too high and estimates of variability are too low!



Another wrong method: single imputation
For example, replace missing values with the mean, or use predicted values 
from the regression equation

This will reduce variability in the data and give us an incorrect correlation!



Another wrong method: single imputation



TLDR
Mean or regression imputation → bias because does not account for 
variability of the hypothetical values

Stochastic regression imputation → better because adds random error to the 
predicted values from regression imputation



TLDR
Mean or regression imputation → bias because does not account for 
variability of the hypothetical values

Stochastic regression imputation → better because adds random error to the 
predicted values from regression imputation

vs. vs.



One preferable method for MAR data that is normal
Multiple Imputation



One preferable method for MAR data that is normal
Multiple Imputation

1. Impute data
a. Generate many data sets (20 is recommended) with different estimates of the missing 

values
2. Analyze data

a. Get multiple parameter estimates and standard errors
3. Pool results

a. Combine all results
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Step 1: Imputation step, similar to stochastic regression, you use regression 
equation to predict the incomplete variables from complete variables, and 
add a normally distributed residual term to add variability to data
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Imputing Data
Step 1: Imputation step, similar to stochastic regression, you use regression 
equation to predict the incomplete variables from complete variables, and 
add a normally distributed residual term to add variability to data

Step 2: Use Bayesian estimation to generate new estimates of means and 
covariances and add a random residual term to each of these estimates (so 
that these values randomly differ)

Then use updated parameter estimates to construct new set of imputations 
which differ from previous 2 steps. Do these steps many times (with iterations 
in between so that the data sets are independent)





Analyzing Data
Analyze each data set as you normally would and get multiple estimates of the 
parameter and standard errors



Pooling data
Get pooled parameter estimates by taking the mean of all the estimates

Get pooled standard error

- Need to account for because it involves the standard errors from the 
imputed data sets (i.e., within-imputation variance) and the extent to 
which the estimates vary across data sets (i.e., between-imputation 
variance)



Pooled SE



Pooled SE

But there are packages to 
do this for you! 

Eg mice package in r



Another correct method for MAR data that is normal
Maximum likelihood estimation

Does not fill in values. Instead, uses existing values to identify the parameter 
values that have the highest probability of producing the sample data



Another correct method for MAR data that is normal
Maximum likelihood estimation

Does not fill in values. Instead, uses existing values to identify the parameter 
values that have the highest probability of producing the sample data

Uses a mathematical function called a log likelihood to quantify the 
standardized distance between the observed data points and the parameters 
of interest (e.g., the mean), and the goal is to identify parameter estimates 
that minimize these distances (like least squares)
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This is the relative probability of 
obtaining a single
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population with a particular 
(unknown) mean and
standard deviation and score
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Log likelihood equation Probability density function for 
shape of normal curve

This is the relative probability of 
obtaining a single
score from a normally distributed 
population with a particular 
(unknown) mean and
standard deviation

adds the relative probabilities into a 
summary measure (the sample log 
likelihood) 

Substitute parameter values 
(mean/SD) and observed y values to 
get the standardized distance 
between that data point and the 
mean



Summary
Need to know what kind of missingness you have (MCAR, MAR or MNAR)

Then use either multiple imputation (to estimate missing values) or 
maximum likelihood estimation (to estimate that parameter values that 
may have produced that data)



Questions
Do same methods apply for missing data in experiments? 

What about when data is not normal?


